Are You Ready to Register?

Follow the directions for NHD registration. There is a tutorial for registration on the main NHD webpage.

1. Visit www.nhd.org
2. Click on top left corner blue star saying “REGISTER NOW”
3. Underneath the map of the US, select from the drop down menu under the words “Please choose the registrant type that best describes you” either competing student or educator with competing students.
4. All teachers and students need to create a new account.
5. Enter you’re the following information:
   - Name
   - Age
   - Home Address
   - School Name
   - Teacher
   - Title of Project
   - Email (All correspondence is through email)
   - Last Four Digits of Home Phone
   - Username (you will create on the registration system)
   - Password
   - Chaperone/Parent contact information
   - Medical Insurance Provider/Policy Number